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The literature on the (constant-coefficient) Sine-Gordon equation is very extensive (e.g., [1] and 
references therein), due to its ubiquitous presence in mathematical nd physical problems, and 
to its providing the first instance of a relativistically invariant solvable equation possessing mul- 
tisoliton solutions. However, so far there have been very few studies on the variable-coefficient 
Sine-Gordon-type equations, such as on the following [2]: 
u~t = a(t) sinu +/3(t) uxx + k(t) (x uz)x, (1) 
where a(t)  ¢ 0, f~(t), and k(t) are given real functions of t. 
In this letter, we try to investigate quation (1) with the following transformation first: 
v(z, t) = e ~ u(x,~), (2) 
so that equation (1) becomes 
i 2 
2v 2 { -a ( t )  v + a(t) v a + 2k(t) vvx + 2vtv , -  2[fl(t) +xk( t ) ]v~ 
-2  v v~, + 2 [#(t) + x k(t)] v ~x} = o. (3) 
It is known that with the constant-coefficient nonlinear evolution equations, the Clarkson- 
Kruskal direct method [3] is fairly powerful. We hereby extend its power to a variable-coefficient 
one, i.e., equation (1), and see that it is sufficient o seek a similarity reduction in the form of 
v(z , t )  = z(~, t) ~[z(x,  t)], (4) 
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where the functions l(x, t), z(x, t), and w(z) are to be determined, rather than the more general 
form of v(x, t) = U{x, t, w[z(x, t)]} (proof ignored). 
After the substitution of expression (4), we impose the condition that equation (3) be an 
ordinary differential equation for w(z), i.e., demand the ratios of the coefficients of different 
derivatives and powers of w(z) as the functions of z only. Without loss of generality, we choose 
l(x,t) -- 1, and perform computerized symbolic computation so as to find a couple of new 
similarity reductions for equation (1), 
~(~, t) = ~[z(x,  t)]. (5) 
REDUCTION I. 
z(x, t) = [x ef k(t) dt 
where f (t)  and w(z) satisfy 
+ f z(t)ef k(~)~ dtI ef S(~)% (6) 
d i/ ] f(t)  = ~ In a(t) e- f k(t) dt dt , (7) 
w" (w')2 w' (w 2 -  1) 
- + - -  (s) 
w z 2z 
Equation (8) is a special case of the second Painlev~ equation. For a(t) = 1 and ~(t) = k(t) = O, 
Reduction I is just the one for the Sine-Gordon equation as seen in [4]. 
REDUCTION II. 
(9) z(x,t) = xef ~(od~ +/ Z(t)ef ~(~)d~ t + ~---~ / a(t)e- f k(~)~ dt, 
( lo) 
where w(z) satisfies 
w"-  (w,)2 - - -+A 
w 
which is of the second Painlev~-type, with A as an arbitrary, nonzero constant. 
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